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Winds Prohibit Landing
For .Shuttle Colun1bia
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPI) -A blinding sandstorm at
the Northrup landing strip in New
Mexico delayed the space shuttle's
return Monday, and officials
watched the weather to decide
between a second try Tuesday at
White Sands or a transcontinental
dash to this spaceport.
Mission directors said White
Sands remailled the prime site for
astronauts ~Jack Lousma and
· Gordon Fullerton to end their
marathon spaceflight, with the 3·
mile concrete runway at Cape
Canaveral serving as the backup.
A final decision was to be made
early Tuesday, and if the shuttle
does come down back at the Cape it
would mark the first time a
spacecraft has landed at its launch
site.
A landing at either place would
be a first for Columbia.
"Well, I guess we kind of agree
with the decision for today,"
Lousma said after he and Fullerton
flew over White Sands, and looked
down on the dust clouding the
desert strip and blockipg their
tanding.
At almost the exact moment they
were to have touched down at
White Sands-- 1:27 p.m. ESTLousma radioed: "We're looking
at Northrup Strip right now and it
is dusty-looking down there.''
"It sure is," replied ground
communicator Brewster Shaw.
"The visibility on the surface is
about zero'' - a reference to the
sandstorm kicked up by wind gusts
reaching 55 mph.
"That's the breaks," Lousma
said.
'• It was a good drill and we ought
to be ready for tomorrow and we'll
be looking forward to the weather

forecast for tomorrow."
Lousma and Fullerton were
instructed to retire early and be
ready for a touchdown attempt at
WhiteSands at9:07 a.m. MST or at
9:13 a.m. at Cape Canveral.
A second landing opportunity
would be at 10:41 a.m. MST at
White Sands and at 10:47 a.m.
MST at the Cape.
Fritz Widick, manager of orbiter
ground services at the spaceport,
said: "We are ready. We really
didn't expect to land here but we're
ready.''
Earlier Monday, mission control
spokesman Jack Riley sai~ "The
possibility is high that Columbia
will land at the Kennedy Space
Center, which is forecast to have
the best weather for tomorrow."
Riley said they would continue to
watch the weather at Northrup
because it is the preferred landing
site.
"KSC weather for Wednesday is
forecast to be bad," Riley said.
The outlook for Tuesday at the
Cape was for scattered clouds,
southeast winds gusting to a little
over 20 mph and good visibility.
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.,
the initial landing target for
Columbia's third flight, remained
too wetto use.
There is a concrete strip at
Edwards that Columbia could use,
however, but all the necessary
landing support equipment is now
at White Sands, rushed there by rail
from California following the first
change in signals.
And potentially risky crosswind
landing conditions that project
managers had wanted to try first on
the unpaved runways at Edwards or
White Sands could well prevail at
continued on pege 3

Sandy Pitts. an UniveTsity of AlbuqueTque faculty membeT, stTuggles with the wind Monday as she
tTies to fly 11 kite. She soon left the fiold with heT young students to discuss why the kites would not
fly in the stTong wind. She is conducting Tesurch on Temedisl TINiding st UNM.

BCMH/MRC Serves County Jail
With Special Psychiatry Divlsi~n
Karen R. McAlpin
The Bernalillo County Detention
Center houses a psychiatric services
unit which is a division of the
County
Mental
Bernalillo
Health/Mental Retardation Center.
"It is one of the best units in the
country," said Dr. Joanne W.
Sterling; assistant professor of
psychiatry at UNM.
·
"It js one of the most com·

prehensive units of it's type in the
country," Sterling said.
Dr. Robert Karp, psychiatrist
and director of the unit, said the
only people treated at the unit are
the "moderate to severely ill."
Karp said probably between 5
and 10 percent of the jail
population are psychotic and about
15 to 20 percent are being treated by
the psychiatric unit.
The unit, funded by the city of

Albuquerque and- Bernalillo
County, lias two major sections.
One is responsible for the treatment
of the general jail population when
problems arise, while the other
section is an "inpatient intensivetreatment unit for those requiring
24-hour care," Karp said.
The inpatient unit has 14 beds
with an open day area, Karp said.
In addition, there are six rooms
with two beds in each, and two
video-monitored seclusion rooms.
The unit treats an average of 25
to 30 inmates monthly "for varying
lengths of time," Karp said.
Inmates kept in the inpatient unit
are those who are "potentially
Arizona State, which has l.S suicidal, assaultive, or out of
million volumes, and the University contact with .reality as a result of
of Colorado, with its 1.9 million mental illness," said Karp.
Wayne Price, a counselor and
volumes, you. see that we are
supervisor at the unit, said jails are
nowhere near their level,'' he said.
high stress environments. HSome
Universities surveyed include are so frightened at being in such a
Ohio State, Harvard, Kent State, place, they at times become
Yale, Dartmouth, Washington suicidal," he said.
Mary Zouhar, head nursing
State University, Cornell, Virginia
Polytechnic, Rutgers, University of supervisor, said the unit has had
Texas at Austin, University of success, and that is important
Oregon, MIT and the University of because jail environments create a
problem.
Oklahoma.

Library To Have Decreased Spending Budget
Michaelle Myers

Despite a 24-percent increase in
the price of books, Zimmerman
library is expected to have less
money in its budget next year.
Paul Vassallo, dean of library
services; said, •iwe keep getting 10.
percent increases in our budget
every year. When you have tOpercent increases and 24-percent
inflation, you have taken a 14percent decrease in purchasing
poWer."
·
UNM wa<- recently ranked 87th

out of 101 university libraries
surveyed throughout the country by
the Association of Research
Libraries.
"The ranking process.used by the
association is very complicated with
a number of factors taken into
account," Vassallo said. These
factors include the total number of
books in the library at the start of
the year, the total number of books
added during the: year, total
amounts of expenditures for
binding of books and the number

of microfilm materials. "We had to
purchase a lot of material on
microfilm holdings; that is one of
the things that brings us up higher,
makes us 87th. ln terms of book
volumes in the library we were 94th
in 1979 and now we are 97th," he
said.
Zimmerman library currently has
one million volumes, but Vassallo
feels. that its ranking indicates it has
a long way to go before it teach the
level of academic libraries in neighboring states. ''If you look at

continued on PJigB B

Impressive UNM Biology Department SmaU but Active
replace professor Jim Findley, who
But the faculty is very active
will step down as biology chair- Duszynski said. Twenty of the 29
The UniversitY of New Mexico person at the end of the semester.
faculty members have presented
biology department is the smallest
too invited seminars in 23
·biology department in a four-state
The UNM biology department universities in 13 foreign countries;
area and comprises less than one- has 29 faculty members. Compared and in 56 uativersities in the U.S.
half of t percent of the total UNM with other universities in Texas, during the last three years, he said.
·faculty, but it has compiled an Arizona, New Mexico and
Schools such as Yale, Harvard,
impressive record, a biology Colorado, it is the smatlest. Figures
Ptillceton,
Cambridge and several
ptofessor said.
compiled from 1978 to February universities in Japan, New Zealand
"i think it's important that 1982 show Colorado State an({ Australia have invited UNM
people know . what we1re doing, University has 327 biology faculty; professors to speak, he said.
because 1 think biology is the best the University of Arizona has 260;
During the same three:.year
kept secret ill the entire state," Texas A&M has 217; the University
of
Colorado
has
89;
Arizona
State
period,
from Jan. 1, 1979 to
UNM biology professor Don
February
of this year, 24 faculty
University
has
46
faculty
members
Duszynski said.
in its biology department, members published 124 papers ill
referred jourllals. Six faculty
Duszynski has beert no111inated to Duszynski said.
LenOisod
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I
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Hthe kind of innovative things
members have authored or co·
authored six books and 25 book they (the faculty) are doing in their
chapters, Duszynski said. Two research projects, and in their
faculty mem bets have edited two courses, almost never reaches the
books, and nine facultY members public. I think it's unfortunate,"
have published a millimum Of 30 Duszynski said.
technical reports, Duszynski said.
On top of their regulat class
In additioll 1 25 faculty members schedules. and research projects,
presented 170 papers at regiollal, some facUltY members have
and
international designed and implemented special
national
field classes to give students handsmeetings, he said.
The
biology
department on experience in actual working
generated $3.6 million in outside environments, This is time congrallt money during that time. suming for the faculty members
Dus:zyrtski said this . accounts for involved, he said.
j(l'm excited about biology and
almost 5 percent of all funding that
is brought into the campus for about this department," Duszynski
said.
research.
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Wo rId News by

Luther House Provides Prayers for Students,
Opportunities To Be Accepted as Individuals

United Press International

Christian Democrats Lead Salvador Election, Seek Bargain
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(UP!)
The U.S.-backed
Christian Democrats took a
commanding lead Monday in
election returns to form a new
government but lacked a majority
vote and bargained with its five
right-wing opponents to form a
coalition.
The chances for a coalition in.volviog the moderate ruling party
were dimmed, however, when the
opponelits rejected the Christian
Democratic philosophy in a joint
statement.
"We reject communism and
communitarism as forms of life and
of
political
and
social
organization," it said. "Communitarism" .refers to a moderate
form of government advocated in
the campaign by President Jose
Napoleon Duarte's Christian
Democrats.
The statement did not explicitly
condemn the Christian Democrats.
It called for "unity among the
Salvadoran family , . . avoiding
any kind of revenge or resent·

ment."
Because the Christian Democrats
only won a plurality vote, they will
need to form an alliance with at
least one other party to gain a
majority in the 60-seat constituent
assembly, which will write a new
constitution and rule until
presidential elections l!.fe held.
The six parties spent most of the
day locked in "hard bargaining'' at

the home of U.S. Ambassador
Deane Hinton.
With about 4Q percent of an
estimated I million votes counted,
the
U.S.-backed
Christian
Democrats Jed with 156,606 votes,
or 36.7 percent.
The
far-right
National
Republican Alliance, known as
Arena, had 108,044 votes, or 25.3
percent. The right-wing National
Conciliation Party, had 60,813
votes, or 14,2 percent. And the
moderate Democratic Alliance had
35,490, or 8.3 percent.
The Central Election Commission said 11.2 percent of
426,410 ballots it counted so far
were nullified, and two smaller
right-wing parties shared the
remainder.
U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State Everett Briggs said it
appeared two-thirds of the 1,5
million eligible voters cast ballots
- about twice as many as U.S.
officials said would be necessary to
regard the election as a success.
He predicted the Christian
Democrats, which have run the
country jointly with the military for
two years, would obtain no more
than 26 seats in the 60·man
asembly.
Hinton said a "process of
negotiation"
and
"hard
bargaining" among the parties had
begun even before the voting.
Echoing remarks in Washington, he
said the United States would

along that Maj. P'aubuisson
played by the game," he said.
However, Rep, John Murtha, R·
Pa., a member of the U.S.
delegation sent to observe the
electipn, predicted a disaster for
American policy in El Salvador if
tneright wins.

support a rightist coalition "if their
program is the kind of thing we, the
American people, and Congress,
can support."
Prendes said his party would not
form a coalition with Robert
D'.aubuisson' s ulta-right
Republican National Alliance.
He conceded it was possible for
"If the right wins, the repression
D'aubuisson's group to emerge
will
start again and we will start all
from bl!.fgaining in control of the
again," Murtha said. "We will
over
assembly by joining with the
National Coalition.
Meanwhile, leftist rebels who
tried to disrupt the voting, waged a
two-hour attack on the main army
barracks in San Salvauor and
raided a key provincial capital to
try to disrupt the vo(e counting.
There were no immediate reports of
casualties.
TEL AVlV, Israel - An Israeli
The United States was pinning its
settler
on the West Bank shot and
hopes on the Christian Democrats
wounded a Palestinian Monday in
and leader Jose Napolean Duarte,
his way through a mob of
who led a moderate reform of the fighting
about I 00 angry demonstrators
nation's l.and policy and slightly
improved the · abuse of human who ambushed and burned his car
near .Bethlehem.
rights.
Six people, five Palestinians and
Washington, however, has said it
would try to work with whatever one Israeli soldier, have been killed
in 12 days of violence protesting the
party emerges v.ictorious.
D'aubuisson, who former U.S. dismissal of three elected Arab
Ambassador Robert White has mayors on the West Bank because
called a "pathological killer," has of their PLO sympathies and
vowed to "napalm all com- refusal to deal with the region's new
Israeli civilian administration.
munists.''
Hinton said he thought
More than 40 people, Arabs and
P'aubisson could be persuaded to Jews, have been injured.
moderate his views in exchange for
In Jerusalem, Prime Minister
U.S. support. "I've thought all Menachem ·Begin's coalition

But everyone connected with the
elections ·- the parties that contested it and the Americans who
monitored it - agreed that the
heavy turnout by voters who braved
bullets, born bs and leftist threats to
get to the polls in itself constituted a
major success.

West Bank Palestinian Shot;
Israeli! PLO Tensions High

Barbara Stanwyck said an was the contest between 011 Golde11
emotional goodbye to William Pond - probably the last performance by the venerable Henry
Holden.
The award to Miss Hepburn, for Fonda- and Reds.
Fonda, who never won a regular
her touching portrayal of the dying
man's wife, was her fourth, Oscar despite an illustrious career
breaking a tie with Ingrid Bergman spanning 47 years, was strong
for the performer with the .most favorite to win the best actor award
academy awards for acting. Others for his portrayal of a crusty old
have more Oscars in other man facing his final days in On
Golden Pond. He was too ill with a
categories.
Chariots of Hre producer David heart ailment to attend the
Puttnam, appearing dazed by his ceremony.
Mephisto, a Hungarian film
film's unexpected victory, thanked
the academy members for making it about an actor in Hitler's Germany,
won the foreign language film
"a Cinderella film."
Gielgud, 77, was named best awards, beating out Man of Iron, a
supporting actor, his first Oscar, tribute to Solidarity leader Lech
for his portrayal of a crusty valet in Walesa which the martial law
Arthur, and Miss Stapleton won the government in· Poland had tried
best supporting actress category for unsuccessfully to pull out of the
contest.
her role in Reds.
"Saturday Night
Aykroyd,
The major question of the night

narrowly won a crucial parliament
vote on an interim budget, assuring
its survival at least through April
25, date of Israel's scheduled with·
drawal from the rest of the Sina'i.
The budget passed 59 to 57.
Begin, who almost lost a confidence
test last week, had threatened to
call new elections unless he won the
budget vote, Parliament is recessing
at the end of the week, giving Begin
a month's respite from opposition
attempts to topple his coalition,
which clings to power with a one·
vote majority.
Violence in the occupied West
Bank continued for the I 2th
day,
although
consecutive
au~horities said the protests were
subsiding.

Live" TV and movie partner of one of the great ladies of
John Belushi, the comic who died Hollywood."
of a drug overdose March 5,
Miss Stanwyck paid tribute to
managed to pay tribute to his dead former close friend Holde11, who
friend on the nationally televised died last November and whose
show - defying an order by the career she helped launch in the film
show's producer not to mention Golden Boy.
Roger Moore, latest of the actors
Belushi.
After Belushi's death canceled to play Secret Agent 007, presented
their planned comedy routine, the Irving Thalberg Award, for a
Aykroyd was named a presenter. lifetime's work, to Cubby Broccoli,
Presenting the Oscar for best visual producer or coproducer of the I 2
effects to Raiders of the Lost Ark, "James Bond" movies.
he commented:
Gregory Peck presented the Jean
Hersholt
Humanitarian Award to
"My partner would have loved
comedian Danny Kaye or his many
presenting this award with me - he
was something of a visual effect years to raising funds for UNICEF.
Miss Stapleton, honored for her
himself."
The show's producer said he had earth mother portrayal of Emma
extracted a promise from Aykroyd Goldman in the saga of American
before the show "not to say a communists in the era of the
word" about the death- arguing it Russian revolution, beat out Jane
would be an insult to memory of Fonda, among other nominees for
the award, eliminating the
such stars as Natalie Wood and Bill
possibility of the first fatherHolden who also died recently.
daughter Oscar night.
Rick Baker won the Oscar for
John Travolta presented a special
academy award to lJarbara best makeup- a new category this
Stanwyck, a four-time nominee year - for the grisly onscreen
who never won, for her life's work, transformation of a. young man
saying she was "an artist of im· into a wolfish beast in An American
peccable grace and beauty .. , and Werewolf in London.

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
Mario Ortiz, ASUNM President 1979·81
would like to take time out
froiTI law School to endorse:

DONNY MARTINEZ for ASUNM President
ballot position 3

FRANCISCO LOPEZ for ASUNM Vice·
President
ballot position 2

p8id for by the committee to elect Donny Martinez
paid for by the committee to elect Francisco Lopez

)
~

l

Hepburn, Fonda, 'Chariots' Take Top Academy Honors
HOLLYWOOD- Henry Fonda
and Katharine Hepburn won the
Academy Awards for best.acting in
011 Golden Pond Monday qight, a
tribute to the ailing Fonda's
lifetime of creating classic
American characters for the screen,
and giving Hepburn four acting
Oscars, making her the all-time
Oscar champion.
Chariots of Hre was a stunning
dark-horse winner. of., the · best
picture; award, expected to be a
contest between Golden Po11d and
Warren Beatty's Redv.
Beatty won the c.irecting Oscar
for Reds - his first award in 12
nominations and Maureen
Stapleton and Sir John Gielgud
were named the best supporting
players.
.
Dan Aykroyd slipped in a forbidden tribute to John Belushi and

Richard L. Drlnon ,Jr.

have to pull our support out of
here. I hope for a balance in the
result."

The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry·level management positions. Qualified Individuals will
be guarantee.d appointment to a paid 16-week training prog·
ram and assrgnment to management duties in operations, · ·
personnel, ffnance. logistics and communicalions. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raise lo $31,500
In four years. Requirements for application include BS or BA
degree (ahy major), 19·31 years old. U.S. citizen. willing to
relocale and qualification test.

Contact:
DEPT. OF THE NAVY
First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central, N.E., Suite 1013
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766-3895 (collect)

I.
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are and where we're at," he said.
Larsen says he applies this
thought in running the Luther
House.
"People don't have to worry
about putting on a different face
when they come in here. They're
loved and accepted as they are and
not. for who they want to be," he
says.
Beliefs are not forced upon those
who come to the Luther House,
according to I,arsen,
"The task for us isn't to cram the
Holy Spirit down someone else's
throat, but to acknowledge the
Holy Spirit was there long before I
was," he says.
Larsen is interested in where
students find meaning in their lives.
He says he feels that sometimes
"you may not know what all the
meaninjl and purpose of your life

"Students excite me because
they're hungry· to learn new
things," says Darius Larsen,
Lutheran camp·us'pastor.
Larsen, 35, has been with the
UNM Luther House fiir five years.
He views a secular education in this
way: "Truth .is truth wherever you
find it, .so seek it. You can go to
school being suspicious or .excited
"about it. I would hope the people
·that come through Luther House
would have an attitude of excitement.''
The LUther House, ISOS Las
Lomas, is a Christian ministry
under the direction of the National
Lutheran Campus Ministry.
Luther House has a program
aimed at thr. individual and
designed to help students develop a
"is.,,
more meaningful prayer life.
Our life should be based on
Larsen says he is concerned with
"accepting each other for who we two aspects of faith - the formal

and the functional, or the head
knowledge and the actions that
accompany it. Dealing with these
two aspects demands a constant
questioning of priorities, he says.
In representing the Lutheran
ethic, "most of us woulq agree that
the Moral Majority is neither
(mor11.l nor a majority)," Larsen
says.

the church and he found a great
sense of securitY in it, he said.
Ll!.fsen has seen the Lutheran
Church change in the past decade,
such as accepting women into the
ordained ministry. "Now it's
possible to excite both men and
women into the ministry," he says.
Larsen did his undergraduate
work at Gustavus Adolphus
College .in St.• Peter, Minn. and at
"Theologically, we're notin that Northwestern Lutheran Seminary
camp at all. Christians should be in St. Paul, Minn.
concerned with the larger issues of
He has completed his course
human rights, oppression, world work for San Francisco Theological
hunger and the arms build up, Seminary and is working on his
rather than their own security," dissertation for his Doctorate of
Larsen says.
Science of Theology.
"The Lutheran ethic deals with
He served with the Lutheran
ambiguities. We're not saying this Young Adult Ministry while at
is right or wrong, but that in some seminary in Minnnesota and served
situations you must pick the lesser for four years as pastor in. a parish
of two evils. To quote Luther, 'I'd at Longmont, Colo.
rather be ruled over by a wise Turk
Larsen said his inwl!.fd ·goals are
than a foolish Christian.'"
''to be still and know," which is a
Larsen grew up in the Lutheran quote from the 46th Psalm of the
Church. His family was active in Bible."

-Shuttle
continued from pege1
life in preparation for what would
the Cape.
be the first landing of a spacecraft
At White Sands, a traffic jam in back at the launch site.
the morning was reversed as
The 15,000-foot concrete landing
thousands of people who had strip, completed in June 1976, is
poured in to watch the show that just 3 miles from the mammouth
never came off poured back out Vehicle Assembly Building where
again, headlights glowing eerily in the, shuttle is refitted between
the brownish·red dust and tum- flights and S miles from the
bleweeds tumbling by.
oceanside launch pad.
The Florida spaceport, all but
A
landing
there would
deserted since last Monday's significantly shorten the time
beautiful blastoff, sprang back to required to get Columbia ready for

-Library----continued from p11g111

"The number of volumes in a
library indicates either historical
retention or historical neglect. If
you look at Harvard, which is
ranked number one, you wll find 10
million volumes. If you look at
Yale they have over 7 million. But
we don't believe in comparing
ourselves with them because they
have been in existence longer and
have much more money than we
do. But we should certainly be able
to compare ourselves with Arizona
State or University of Colorado
Which are not principal universities
in the country," Vassallo said.
How much would it take to get
the library in the black? "there are
two things," Vassallo said. "First,
we must decide to what point the
library must be improved so that we
are able to give support to
educational programs that exist at
this University; and secondly, we·
must decide if new programs should
be established wthout support

The o_nly

materials being resources, and
decide to just maintain. Then we
have to have a budgetary increase at
least matching inflation," he said.
Will the upcoming change in
administration help the library? "I
don't k'now. What we will have to
do in the coming year is not only
stop aequiring new material, but we
will have to cut out the purchase of
some material we are currently
receiving," he said.
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its fourth flight now scheduled in
late June or early July.
The decision to tack more time
onto Columbia's record weeklong
mission came after astronaut John
Young, the commander on
Columbia's maiden voyage, flew an
airplane rigged to handle like the
winged spacecraft and reported
high winds and very poor visibility
at White Sands.
Television shots. of the strip
showed sand blowing all over the
place, and Young reported the
prime runway there, which had
been scraped smooth, was "covered

up with sand."
"I think we ought t!! knock this
off," Young radioed mission
control, and officials wasted no
time in following his advice.
"It's not a good day and we're
going to wave off for 24 hours,"
ground communicator Steve Nagel
told the astronauts moments later.

Where can I go ir I want
information on women's issues?
Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas
NE, x3716.

The Cultural Program Commillee
AND THE ASSOCIA'I'ED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITl' OF NEW MEXICO

PRESENT

••••••
BISTPLAY

TONY AWARD
"THE FIND OF THE SEASON!"
-W-K.,, N, r, Times
"A PLAY YOU WILL NEVER FORGET!
A MAJOR EVENT, FULL OF LOVE,
UNDERSTANDING AND-CIIN
PASSION!"
.._., N.Y. P'oet

AlTERNATIVE

WRITE IN
Wednesday, April 28 I 8:15PM

AN·DY
CARTER
FOR. ASUNM SENATE
Paid fof by- the Commll!nll io Elec'l A11dv Catlto•

TICKETS $15, $13, $12
ASUNM I GSA - Y2 PRICE
ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
For Information Telephone 277·3121
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Forum
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial

Endorsements
ASUNM General Election
Wednesday, March 31, 1982

Amendment Powerful, Scary
Despite its seeming innocen..:e, the conflict-ofinterest amendment has consequences that would
lead to a restriction of student rights, violations of the
freedom of the press, and inhibitions of the
educational opportunities at UNM.
That's a pretty powerful little amendment.
Internal Business #1 reads, "No Senator , .. may
serve in an editorial capacity ... or as a news reporter
of any on c<Jmpus news agency which directly covers
ASUNM Senate news," (which means the Daily Lobo
since no other agency covers ASUNM news,)
Most important to students, the amendment
restricts Senators from pursuing any career other than
politics. Further restrictions based on Internal
Business #1 could lead to a senate made up of
cloistered monks. Although legislative bodies have the
right for internal regulation, they do not have the right
to dictate the employment of their members.
Furthermore, if ASUNM can make hiring and firing
decisions for the paper, it will be able to affect
coverage at the newsp"aper and that is against the law.
No governmental body has the right to dictate editorial

policy for an independent press.
But don't take our word for it. The ASU NM attorney general advise;l the senate against passing the
amendment and wrote in his opinion, "Internal
Business #1 represents an unreasonable abridgement
of a person's individual liberty . , .Indeed, (it) would
most probably be found unconstitutional in a test

case.u
However, the question is not merely one of constitutional rights. The leaders on this campus tend to
be leaders in all the organizations they are involved in.
For the paper, the more diverse the experience of the
staff, the more capable it will be of giving a balanced
point of view. But more than that, because of a
required journalism course that mandates students
work as reporters for the paper, journalism rnajors
cannot run for Senate. The amendment ignores the
fact we are suppose to be learning at this institution
and restricts our educational opportunities.

PRESIDENT
HOW IT,
6et-/13RAL.
~

a

Internal Business 1/1 is not only pretty powerful
little amendment, it's a pretty scary little amendment.

Letters

PIRG's Contributions Appreciated
Editor:

I am impresse(l by the time and effort that I see New
Mexico Public Research Group (NMPIRG) putting in
on behalf of students like myself. The projects that the
students of NMPIRG are working on such as the Clean
Air Act and Landlord/Tenant Rights are things that I
support and would be active in myself if I had the time.
I also appreciate the fact that they have gathered
students' opinions before deciding on their projects
for next year; it's not often that we have a say in how
our fee money is spent. PIRG seems to be taking

seriously its role as a representative for the student
interest.
I signed the petition to put NMPIRG's two referenda
items on this coming Wednesday's ballot because I
would like to see it become an even more effective
organization. These students have shown that they
can act responsibly on our behalf; they deserve a
chance to show us how rnuch more they are capable
of accomplishing, This is our opportunity to show
PIRG our support for the work they are doing for us.
Let's pass their two ballot is.sues on Wednesday.
Judy P. Luis

PIRG Services Thought Debatable
Editor:
It's debatable that PIRG indeed provides any real
irreplacable services. If PIRG does, who bears the fault
for the average student's lack of knowledge concerning their functions? It seems as if PIRG only
surfaces around budget time.
If as the letter states, PIRG has failed to make the
campus "aware of their internal n~ds," WhY, is
$23,000 a justifiable expenditure? To h1re an outs1de
director at $10,000 dollars a year? To do what? The
RSA survey of returning students this semester
represents a more valid expenditure of student
resources than any action of PIRG in recent memory.
One does not have to be too intelligent to surmise
that the money pie is of limited size. If one group
subverts the budgetary process to grab a triple share
of this pie, it follows that other groups will pay for their
largess. Logically speaking, if a precedent is set for

every special interest group to subvert the rules set for
all, the stage is set for fiscal anarchy. The PIRG
proposal for autonomy is simply an effort to exempt
.
_
one group from accountability.
There is a certain illogic attendant with the rhetonc
of this years' election. Candidates for office decry
ASUNM's effectiveness, while proposing to take
measures to reduce its power. This thinking, coupled
with the actions of PIRG 1 will lead to a crippling of the
student voice and input, in all affairs not just the
budget.
As a member of RSA it saddens me to see our
membership identified with sUch a mealymouthed
document. The positions outlined by Mahan's letter
should not be construed as an official RSA policy
statement. Mahan's letter was read to RSA's
membership, the day following its submission to the
Lobo.
Kevin Breen

Reader Support Given
NMPffiG Referendum
Editor:
This letter is to redirect the debate on the New Mexico PIRG referendum, hopefully in the direc\ion that it should be headed.
It seems to me that the objections raised by the Lobo and several of the
ASUNM candidates are really moot if you consider what students would
have if ASUNM made a strong PIRG a priority.
For example, a strong PIRG could save lives by uncovering destructive
and ill-functioning hazardous waste sites; save money and many
headaches for students who rent; end the feeling of powerlessness, and
increase our sense of hope that there is a future and that students helped
to make sure it is in good hands.
.
For me the question is, "Should UNM students have an effective
organization representing their interests on public policy issues?" After all,
we are the ones who will inherit today's bad decisions.
Mark P. Williams

***

This is to clarify several points brought out in the March 29 Lobo
editorial (Referendum Won't Break ASUNMl and in several platform
statements of ASUNM senatorial candidates.
PIRG is not asking for "special treatment" in going throUgh a
referendum process written into the ASUNM constitution. PIRG has
pursued its budget through the Senate channels and is not convinced that
the Senate~s decision was made in·the interest of the student body. If any
"precedent" is being set, it is that this option can be exercised successfully
in the appropriate situation.
.
.
.
Contrary to what several individuals indicated, NMPIRG IS not _seekmg
permanent fixed funding in this referendum. The referendum IS for a
specific amount for next fiscal year only.
Dave Benavides
On Wednesday UNM's student body will be asked to vote on the
manner in which New Mexico PIRG is funded. Measures #5 and #6 would
ensure New Mexico PIRG adequate funding and autonomy from ASUNM,
both crucial issues for NMPIRG sirice their funding was recently cut by
ASUNM.
I went on the National Student Exchange Program to Greely, Colorado,
last year and had the opportunity to get involved in the Colorado PIRG.
That group was an extremely effective organization in several areas and
their effectiveness is even greater this year due to a combination of
adequate funding (through student support) and good leadership.
Over the past few years the people involved in New M&xico PIRG h~ve
increased their leadership ability tremendously. With adequate fund1ng
NMPIRG could become a powerful and effective tool for educating the
public and lobbying in the legislature for consumer rights and environmental issues. The students at UNM owe it to themselves to endorse
NMPIRG by voting yes on measures ll5and #6.
Jean Wilkinson

•••
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This letter is to clarify several points brought out in yesterday's Lobo,
both in the editorial and in several senatorial platforms.
. . .
.
First, based on figures provided by the Student Union Business Off1ce,
and backed by conclusions expressed in the Lobo editorial, passage of the
referendum will not adversely affect monies already on the budget for the
coming year. Second, while PIRG first went through the normal senate
hearings, we do not feel the referendum is an attempt to bypass the
process. The precedent set by New Mexico PIRG is not a dangerous one.
It is an Tmportant avenue open to student groups in an appropriate
situation. Finally, PIRG is not seeking fixed funding. We will still come up
for funding again next year.
While these issues have created a lot of controversy, there is no one on
campus criticizing the value of PIRG. Without the referendum PIRG will be
a dying organization, and its ability to work in the students' interest will be
wholly undermined. If you want a strong PlliG vote yes on referenda #5
and //6.
Richard Hall

Pre-Medical Professions Club
Presidential Scholars Club
Disabled On Campus (DOC)
Delta Sigma Pi, Professional Business Fraternity
College Democrats
Young Republicans
UNM Mountain Club
Hispanic Engineering Organization
American Home Economics Assoc.
UNM Mountain Club

Vince Baca (Position 1)
Michael Gallegos (Position 2)
Women in Management
Women's Center
Student Veterans Assoc. (SVA)
Returning Students Assoc. (RSA)
Economics Student Council
Assoc.of Accounting Students
Minority Coalition
Women's Center
Kiva Club
Black Student Union (BSU)
MEChA
Estudiantes por Ia Cultura
National Chicano Health Organization (NCHO)
Pre-Medical Professions Club
Presidential Scholars Club
Disabled On Campus (DOC)
Della Sigma Pi, Professional Business Fraternity
College Democrats
Young Republicans
UNM Mountain Club
ATM Business Assoc.

Francisco Lopez (Position 2)
Student Veterans Assoc.
Skydiving Club
Hokona Hall
Student Engineering Board

SENATORS
Minority Coalition
Tim LeDay, John Sprague, Kim Rogers
Danny Ortiz, Vivian Cordova
Eugene Moffet, Lawrence Roybal

Donnie Martinez (Postion 3)

Women In Management
All candidates enc:lorsed

Randy Knapton (Position 4)

Association of Accounting Students
Tim Leday, Peter K. Shams-Avari
John Sprague, Kim Rogers
Danny Ortiz, Abelino Gabaldon

Hokona Hall
Skydivers Club
Ins!. of Electrical and Electronic Eng.
American Society of Civil Eng.
American Institute of Chemical Eng.
American Society of Mechanical Eng.

Delta Sigma PI
John Sprague, Kim Rogers
Danny Ortiz, Abelino Gabaldon
Julianne Vassallo, Vivian Cordova
Eugene Moffet, Lawrence Roybal

VICE-PRESIDENT
Dan Serrano (Position 1)

Returning Students Association
John Sprague, Kim Rogers
Danny Ortiz, Abellno Gabaldon
Vivian Cordova, Eugene Moffet, Lawrence Roybal

Women in Management
Women's Center
Returning Students Assoc. (RSA)
Economics Student Council
Assoc. of Accounting Students
ATM Business Assoc.
Minority Coalition
Women's Center
Kiva Club
Black ,Student Union (BSU)
MEChA
Estudiantes por Ia C,ultura
National Chicano Health Organization (NCHO)

Pre·Medlcal Professions Club
John Sprague, Kim Rogers, Danny Ortiz
Abelino Gabaldon, Julianne Vassallo
Eugene Moffet, Lawrence Roybal
Presidential Scholars Club
Tim LeDay, John Sprague, Kim Rogers
Danny Ortiz, Eugene Mollet, Lawrence Roybal
ASME
Annette Hatch

continued neld oolumn

Amendment 1
Conflict of Interest

PIRG Referendum

Yes: None
No: Presidential Scholars Club
Returning Students Assoc.
Pre-Medical Professions Club
Minority Coalition
Women's Center
Kiva Club
Black Student Union (BSU)
MEChA
Estudiantes por .Ia Cultura
. .
National Chicano Health Organization (NCHO)
Disabled On Campus
Committee to Elect Michael Gallegos President
Committee to Elect Dan Serrano Vice-President
ATM Business Assoc.

Yes: Returning Students Assoc.
No: Presidential Scholars Club
Pre-Medical Professions Club
Minority Coalition
Women's Center
Kiva ClUb
Black Student Union (BSU)
MEChA
Estudiantes por Ia Cultura
. .
National Chicano Health Organization (NCHO)
Disabled On Campus
ATM Business Assoc.
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Vice President Race Has 2 Candidates
Serrano said students face many
problems such as the grade change
policy, the Communications Skills
Test, parking, increasing costs of
school and cuts in financial aid. He
said he could not make any
promises, b!lt he did say he has
worked on these problems before
and will work on them in the
future.

partofUNM.
Serrano said ASUNM should be
related to the Associated Students
of New Mexico "only if ASNM
works to the interest of all
universities involved."
Serrano said as vice president he
would vote against any conflict-of.
interest legislation.

If elected, Serrano said he would
push for more lighting on campus,
more campus events, establishment
of a loan program and expansion of
the current Black Student Union
tutorial program, which is for all
UNM students.

DAN SERRANO
Serrano is 23·year·old junior
majoring in political science with a
minor in psychology,
Serrano said he seeking the vice
president's position because he is
"experienced to serve the students
and can put stndent government to
work for them!' He said he could
keep ASUNM and the students as a
whole and put the students on a
"straight productive path" that
would benefit them all,
Serrano is currently an ASUNM
senator and is Finance Committee
chairman, He is also on the Student
Publications Board and is a lobby
committee member.
Serrano worked on the telephone
call-in campaign to Sen. Harrison
Schmitt in which students voiced
their disapproval of financial aid
cuts, and worked on the lobby
committee in Santa Fe during the
recently
completed
legislative
session,

Serrano said NMPIRG should
not receive a fixed amount of the
student activity as they have in the
past, but instead should "go
through the ASUNM budgetary
process just like everyone else!' He
said NMPIRG receives additional
funding outside of ASUNM.
As vice president, Serrano said he
would be able to serve UNM's large
number of non-traditional students
by being a liaison between the
executive and legislative branches
of ASUNM. "I feel as the liaison,
that those students would be able to
come and prsent their suggestions
and needs and be heard," Serrano
said.
Serrano said physically hal!·
dicapped students at UNM face
major problems on campus. !f
elected, Serrano said "with future
heavy pressure," more handicapped entrances for students
could be made. "The Student
Union Building could use
automatic doors," Serrano said.

FRANCISCO LOPEZ
Lopez, 24, is a junior majoring in
recreation,

topez said he seeking the vice
president's position because he
wants to get back on the track of
serving all students. He said he
would like groups to get a per·
centage of the budget, and would
encourage them to get involved in
Serrano said KUNM should be setting up projects that serve a large
funded by the administration, and number of students.
by seeking public grants.
The senate needs more direction
Serrano said he would support
ASUNM funding of the Child Care in accomplishing services for the
Co-op because it is an important stud.ents in general, Lopez said. He

said he would address issues such as
the repeat policy and the prices in
the SUB.
Lopez said being a senator has
given him experience in what
benefits students and how
programs to benefit them should be
implemented.
Lopez said some of the prob).ems
undergraduates face are the
tutoring program, tuition increases
and cuts in financial aid. He said he
would encourage the Senate and the
lobby committee to do their best to
keep tuition increases down. Lopez
said he would work to get "what it
takes to make them better for
students."
If elected, Lopez said he would
introduce legislation to provide for
a sports equipment shop and other
projects the students suggest to
service their needs, Other
legislation Lopez said he wo!lld
introduce includes changing the
course repeat policy and getting a
voting student member on the
Board of Regents.
Lopez said the biggest asset
students have is student services, If
elected, Lopez said he would work
to provide tangible benefits for all
students, including non-traditional
students.
Access is the most important
issue for handicapped students,
Lopez said. Lopez said he would try
to get funding to make all doors
electronically operated,
Lopez said he supports ASUNM
funding of the Child Care Co-op
because "it is a necessity of the
University for staff and students."
Lopez said ASUNM should be
related to ASNM "as an
organization that works to ac·
complish all university legislation in
the Legislature.
Lopez said it was hard to say if
the conflict-of-interest issue will be
abused or used effectively by the
parties involved. He said it can be
tried and evaluated each semester.

Law Student Program Offers Practical Work
Lauren Miller
The University of New Mexico
School of Law's judicial externship
program gives second· and third·
year law students a chance to view
cases from the judge's perspective
and to watch professional trial
lawyers in action.
The students sit in on all court
hearings and trial and spend a
minimum of 12 hours per week with
State Supreme Court and Court. of
Appeals' justices, says Mike
Norwood,
UNM
associate
professor of Jaw. They do research
for the judges, often drafting
documents, discussing the lawyers'
performances and testimony given
by witnesses.
"This gives them a practical
perspective on how cases are viewed

by judges," Norwood said.
There are 19 students par·
ticipating in the program this spring
with the faculty closely supervising
the students' performance. Faculty
members meet with the students
every two to three Weeks to discuss
their externship work,
The students get three credit
hours for their externship work, As
part of the program, students must
attend formal seminars arranged
periodically by the faculty. These
seminars are coordinated with the
judges to be more applicable to the
student's situation,
"We have an opportunity to have
the judges, the faculty, and. the
students all together at the seminar,
each with a different perspective,"
he said,
Robert Schwartz, an associate,

Cornell Geology Professor to Lecture
At UNM on Earth's Crust, Seismology
Dr. Jack Oliver of Cornell
UniversitY will give a popular
lecture Thursday and a technical
lecture Friday at the University of
New Mexico,
Oliver, whose talks are being
sponsored by the UNM-Sandia
Colloquium, will give his popular
lecture on "Exploratiol! of the
Deep Continental Crust" at 8 p.m.
Thursday in room 139 of the UNM
biology building.
Friday at 3 p.m. in room 122 of
UNM's Northrop Hall, he Will give
his teahnical lecture on "Some
Results and Some Speculations
Based on COCORP Seismic
Reflection Profiling of the Continental Crust."
Oliver is the Irving Porter
Church professor of engineering
and professor of geological sciences

at Cornell. He is currently involved
in a program for seismic reflection
profiling of the continental crust
and in research on earthquake
seismology and recent crustal
movements.
The recipient of numerous
awards and honors, he i$ a member
of and has held offices in a number
of scientific societies including the
Seismological Society of America,
the Geological Society of America
and the American Geophysical
Union.
He has served as a consultant to
government agencies and on
various panels of the National
Academy of Sciences and in·
ternatiotial scientific organizations.
From 1976"79 he was chairman of
the Office of Earth Sciences of the
National Research CounciL

professor of law, said, "The
student as a law clerk is in a con·
fidential relationship with the judge
and this relationship cannot be
breached at all. Because of the
nature of that relationship, the
faculty supervisor also has to know
what the student is doing!'
Schwartz said that this summer,
the program will extend to other
towns besides Santa Fe and
Albuquerque,
There will be judges participating
in Las Cruces and Deming this
summer, he said.
"We looked around for a place
that could support a program and
where there was substantial student
interest," Schwartz said of the
selection of this summers' program
sites. He said the strongest interest
in an outside area for the summer is
in Las Cruces, although there may
even be a program in Tucumcari.
He says that they ..expect 18
judges and 25 students to participate in the program this sun\·
mer.
"The judges are generally enthusiastic and helpful, and ex·
traotdinarily good supervisors, by
and large," he .said.
Students go into the externship
program hoping it will make them
better lawyers it will make them
better lawyers, he says, although
some may hope or expect to be
judges someday.
Schwartz said, "They want to
know how they're supposed to act
when they're in front of a judge.
They have an opportunity to ob·
serve other good lawyers, while
participating in the judicial process,
and gaining confidence,"
Associate Professor of Law
Michele Hermann said the judges
often hand the students a file and
ask them to tell what the law is in a
certain case.
"They'll ask them to write a

merna on which way they think the
case should be decided, or to just
.look at the law, and to come back
with an opinion," she said.
There are times when a judge will
have a student run out and do
research during trial proceedings
and have them tell the judge what
to do, she says.
Often, the judge will ask the
student to write an opinion after
listening to the lawyers' arguments.
During the riot trials in Santa Fe,
Hermann says judges would often
take students into the courtroom
and give them running critiques of
the proceedings and arguments.
She said, "There hasn't been a
student I've talked to who hasn't
been wildly enthusiastic about the
program. They love iL
"It's an interesting program
because the students really don't
know enough to be able to save
time for the judges, Hermann said.
It takes the judges more time to ask
the students to do it than it would
to do it themselves. But the judges
are really committed to the
education of the students and they
take the time, and kind of un•
button.
"They tell them the behind-the·
door secrets of what they really
think about things, The student is
getting to see how a judge thinks,
how he or she makes up their mind,
what persuades the judge," she
says.
Hermann says the program has
grown since its beginning four years
ago.

Where can r go if I want legal
advice on civil cases? Clinical Law
Department, Bratton Hall 322S, x
5265.

Can!li!late profiles were compile!!
from questionnaires. Candidates
appear in order of their ballot
positions.

Four Candidates Vie for Top ASUNM Position

UNM Voters
To Determine
Fate of Four
The fate .of four proposed
amendments to the ASUNM
Constitution will be decided in
the ASUNM election Wed·
nesday.
Amendment #I would change
article II, section 4b of the
constitution to read that no
senator ''may serve as al) officer
in any ASUNM funded
organization, or as a chairman
of any ASUNM governmental
agency other than a Senate
committee, or as a Justice of the
Student Court."
Presently,
that section
prevents senators from serving
"in any other branch of the
ASUNM government or as
officers of ASUNM-funded
organizations unless he/she be
appoimed a senate represen·
tative.-"
Amendment #2 would require
the membership pool of the
Student
Standards
and
Grievances Committee to
"consist of 18 faculty members
and 18 students in good stan·
ding,"
Presently, the membership
pool consists. of "18 faculty
members and 18 full-time
students."
Amendment #3 would change
the composition of the New
Mexico Union Board.
The new makeup of the board
would include one ASUNM
senator appointed by the Senate
in the spring to serve the
following academic years, the
presidents of ASUNM and the
Graduate Student Association,
and four undergraduate students
appointed in the spring to serve
overlapping terms, two to be
appointed each year.
Also on the board would be
the UNM president or his
representative
(an alumnus
appointed by the Alumni
Executive Board), two faculty
members appointed by the
Faculty Senate in the spring to
serve two-year overlapping
terms, (one to be appointed each
year), a representative of the
Dean of Students' office and the
New Mexico Union Director,
serving as executive secretary
without a vote.
Currently, neither the GSA
president nor an alumnus serves
on the board. Other than
representatives from the UNM
president and the Dean of
Students' office, only tWo
undergraduate stUdents, two
faculty members and both the
Dean of Students and the
Administrative Vice President of
Student Affairs, Alumni
Relations and Development are
members.
This amendment would also
clarify the purpose of the New
Mexico Union Board as being
"to formulate policies for the
operation of the Union (as per
the Union Board's Constitution)
and By-Laws."
Currently, no mention of the
board's constitution and by-laws
is made.
Amendment #4 would allocate
$23,871.20 to the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
from the 1982·83 ASUNM
budget and would require
ASUNM to "enter into a
contractual agreement with
NMPIRG
providing
for
. autonomy."
Currnetly, NMPIRG must go
through the regular budget
jlrocess.

VINCEBACA

Baca said services should be
expanded to serve traditional and
non-traditional students. He also
said ASUNM should work with the
International Center to get the
students there involved,
Baca said the biggest problem
handicapped students face is access
to many buildings on campus. He
said he would work with ad·
ministration officials on the in·
stallation of power doors on
buildings.
Baca said KUNM should be
funded in part by student funds,
ASUNM should fund the Child
Care Co.-op, Baca said. He said he
would like to see it expanded,
Baca said ASUNM can be a
strong force in ASNM, "and
should assume that role and help!'
Relating to the conflict of interest
issue at ASUNM recently, Baca
said it was "ridiculous to restrict a
person's right to do both if so
inclined."

Baca is a 19·year·old sophomore
majoring
in
Business
Administration.
Baca said he is seeking the
president's yosition to promote
ASUNM to students, and the
benefits and services it offers to
UNM students. "I feel that 1 can
serve as a mature and unbiased
president for the betterment of
student life in general at UNM,"
Bacasaid.
Baca has served on the Senate,
Finance
Committee,
Cultural
Committee, Chamber of Commerce and Student Standards and
Grievances Committee, as well as
various residence hall and Greek
governmental bodies,
Baca said his e11posure and experience il! the Senate qualifies him
to hold the office of president. He
said the benefits of contacts with
influential people would help him.
Baca has been instrumental in
establishing
the
Campus MICHAEL GALLEGOS
Crimestoppers program and the
Lobo Card, which is a student
Gallegos is a 23-year-old senior
discount card,
majoring in economics with a
Baca said he has also worked on minor in political science.
the Education Enhancement Bill,
"As Lobby Committee chairwhich would expand and fund non· man, I fought hard to block federal
traditionally financed projects such financial aid cutbacks," Gallegos
as the purchase of museum exhibits said. "Action must be taken when
and book collections. He has our U.S, Congressmen are not
student•in·good· responsive to the needs of
spmisored
a
standing bill which requires students."
students holding an appointed
He said he will continue to fight
ASUNM position to maintain a 2.0 tuition increases and provide jobs
GPA and carry at least six hours.
for students, as he did in his lobby
Baca said the main problem efforts which initiated the first
students face is student financial state-sponsored work-study bill.
As president, Gallegos said he
aid cuts. If elected, Baca said he
will work to "stop cuts and endings would restructure the ASUNM
of programs, and work on projects entertainment committees to
to help stretch student budgets." proVide more on-campus programs
Baca said he would do this through and eliminate waste and duplication
of efforts,
the Lobo Card program.
He said his experience qualifying
Baca said as president. his most
important project is the ASUNM him for ASUNM president is based
tutorial program. He said he would on his work as the student lobbyist
combine all tutorial programs into for ASNM during the 1982 state
one major program on campus. A legislative. session,
Gallegos was the ASUNM Lobby
bigger emphasis on academics at
UNM 1s needed at UNM, and this Committee Chairman in 1981-82,
would be a good way to start, Baca Senate President Pro·Tempore in
1980, ASUNM .Senate Finance
said.
Baca said he would expand Committee member in 1979,
current student services s!lch as the Student Standards and Grievances
Child Care Co-op, book co-op, member in 1979-82.
Gallegos was a New Mexico
Lobe.
Card
and
Campus
Crimestoppers programs.
. Union Board member in 1979-80
Baca said "if warranted," PIRG and the co-coordinator for the
should receive a fixed amount of Appreciation Toward Management
the activity fee. Baca said PIRG is a Business Association in 1980·1981.
Gallegos said federal financial
good group with good intentions
and projects that are worthwhile. aid cutbacks are the major problem
He said they are trying to hire a for undergraduates, and he would
full-time director to fulfill their continue the same type of effort to.
administration and organizational oppose these cutbacks.
Gallegos said that if elected
needs.

. .

president, he would lobby for a $$
million Wor k·study bill as well as a
$2.S million library acquisitions
bill.
He would also support a bill
prohibiting tuition increases, he
said.
·
Gallegos said he would work to
establish a student voting member
on the Board of Regents and the
Board of Educational Finance.
Gallegos said NMPIRG should
go through the budgetary process
like all other organizations.
non-traditional
Regarding
students, Gallegos said more night
classes must be offered and
returning students must get in·
valved in all decision-making
processes.
"! would continue to bring at·
tention to the fact that there are too
many physical barriers in the way
of the handicapped student," he
said.
KUNM is a UNM administrative
agency, Gallegos said, and the
UNM administration as well as
public support currently fund the
radio station,
"I am open minded to ASUNM
funding special projects that would
benefit students," he said.
Gallegos said he would suppon
ASUNM funding the Child Care
Co-op.
He said there is a definite need
for ASNM, and "if ASNM is going
to stop bickering and start working
for students, then I feel ASUNM
should be a member of ASNM."
Gallegos said he strongly opposes
the conflict·Of·interest amendment
and Will campaign vigorously
against it.
"It limits the rights of students,
and it restricts the educational
opportunities
available
to
students," he said,

"The major problem un·
dergraduates face is the rising cost
of obtaining a college education,"
Martinez said. "Through ASUNM
I can help by fighting for more
government financial assistance
~nd less government tuition hikes,"
"Also, by providing the un·
dergraduate with low cost- and in
some cases free- student services,
I can help keep down the total costs
wbich students incur," Martinez
said.
Martinez said he wquld try "to
benefit the students with free
tutorial
programs,
teacher
evaluations and a renovation of
current services to best benefit all
students." He said he would also
"establish a sports and hobby co·
op, whereby University students
could purchase this type of
equipment at wholesale prices,"
"I don't feel all student groups
should have the option to bypass
ASUNM funding," Martinez said,
"However, PIRG has a clear need
to obtain autonomy from student
government."
Asked about non-traditional
students, Martinez said, "By
providing all students with common
sense economic benefits, ASUNM
can best cover the most common
necessities of a great range of
students.
"Overall, I feel the University
has done a great job in providing
access to University facilities for the
physically handicapped," Martinez
said. But there is also a need at
UNM to replace "a few doors on
some buildings with self-opening
type mechanisms," he said.
Martinez said he felt that since
KUNM is "a student-run
organization, it should be funded
by such and remain under the
authority ofASUNM."
He also said he feels ASUNM
should fund the Child Care Co-op.
About ASNM, Martinez said, "I
feel that by being the largest and
best-funded educational institution
in the state; the University of New
Mexico, through ASNM, should
provide the leadership to serve New
Mexico students in obtaining their
wants and needs.''

engineering.
"Through the Residence Hall
Student Association and various
dorm, engineering and ASUNM
positions l have learned the ropes
and know how to get thing~ done,"
Knapton said,
Knapton has served as RHSA
president and treasurer, as a
member of the Budget Inquiry
Board and as chairman of the
Sports Club Funding Board.
He has also been Alvarado Hall
president, chairman of the student
section of the Cellar Task Force,
founder and president of the UNM
Skydiving Club, and president of
Tau Beta Pi, the national
engineering honor society.
The major problem facing un·
dergraduates is ''not knowing
where to go to solve their problems.
My proposal for a Student
Complaint and Action Board is
specifically designed to solve this,"
Knapton said.
Knapton's proposed board
would "act as a liaison between
student complaints and University
action. Members would be familar
with standard University procedure
and be able to determine the proper
recourse for a student"
Other projects listed in that
proposal include:
!)expanding ASUNM's services
by introducing such programs as a
Student Advertising Center;
2)restructing
ASUNM
to
eliminate political problems;
3)initiating a hiring policy that
insures qualified student managers.
Knapton said, "If PIRG wants to
be a student group receiving student
funds, it should have some form of
ASUNM controL Its serVices do not
fall in a special category which
deserve special funding.''
As for non-traditional students,
Knapton said, "Their best service
should and will come through
ASUNM-supported groups such as
the
Returning
Students
Association,
"The administration must be
made aware" of the concerns of
handicapped students, Knapton
said. "Lawsuits by the Affirmative
Action people should not have to be
the only alternative."
"Because of its size, KU NM
must be funded primarily by the
administration," Knapton said, "I
would like to see ASUNM fund
certain types of programs which
they could have direct input on and
have significant student benefit."

The Child Care Co-op "is a
service for students and our support
is a critical factor for the con·
: tinuation of this service," Knapton
said. "The administration would
have every reason to pull out their
sUpport if students pull out theirs.

DONNY MARTINEZ

Martinez is a 20-year-old junior
majoring in political science and
tnin9ring
in
speech com·
munieations.
"I feel students who are not
involved in the decision-making
process of ASONM but ne.ver·
theless pay a student activity fee
should benefit from the activities
ASUNM undertakes," Martinez
said.
"Economic benefits would provide
the most good for the most number
of students. I would endeavor to
provide more of these benefits."
Martinez said he was involved
with the ASUNM Elections
Commission for three semesters RANDY KNAPTON
and worked closely with former
Knapton is a 23-year-old senior
two-term ASUNM President Mario
Ortiz,
majoring
in
mechanical

r.

"Some changes need to be made
to get more student input into the
management of the Co-op. This
could be done if an academic link is
developed with the adminstration,"
Knapton said,
"ASUNM should be an integral
part of ASNM but should not feel it
has to dominate ASNM," Knapton
said. "We all need to Work together
for the most effective lobbying
effort and with a united ASNM this
could be achieved."
Knapton said he would be against
any conflict-of-interest legislation
"if the indiVidual does not have the
power to influence one group
against the other or for the other
there is not problem. There should
be no two separate paid positions."

~·
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-Psychiatry·-----------------continued from page 1
"Jail is supposed to be short
term, but it's not. They just sit and
wait here" Oil the criminal justice
system, she said. "Jail can be very
scary.u
Zauhar said the unit's function is

''active treatment."
She said individual therapy is
provided
concentrating
on
problems from depression to
divorce. Recreation, art therapy,
group therapy, some biofeedback
and yoga are also provided, she
said.
Because of limited space, "many
times men come down from other
areas of the jail for the day
treatment program," said Zauhar,
and "most want to come down

here."
Since the unit's inpatient
population is generally more than
95 percent male, Karp said
sometimes a problem occurs if they
receive female patients, because
they must be kept separate.
Price said the inpatient unit
provides most inmates "a more
structured environment."
"We get them adjusted to the
situation and try to ease them back
out to the general jail population,"
he said.
Karp said the unit is also important because there has been a
"tremendous increase of mentally
ill people in jails, and a trend

toward criminalization of the
seriously mentally ill.''
There are two reasons for this
Karp said. "The support system is
worse," and there is a lack of
funding. Also, commitment Ia ws
are much tougher today, he said.
Karp said in the past, a person
considered mentally ill and a
possible danger to themselves and
others could be committed for
mental health treatment that could
prove to be beneficial. Today, one
must be an "imminent danger" to
themselves and others as a result of
mental illness, making it more
difficult to hospitalize someone
involuntarily for treatment, he said,
"Therefore, more people who
before could have been stopped
from committing crimes that are a
result of mental illness with mental
health treatment, now commit a
crime, like obstructing traffic, or
other minor offenses, and go to
jail," Karp said,
Jim Perrings, client programs
assistant at BCMH/MRC, said
policemen bring in an average of
one or two people daily for
psychiatric evaluation.
Perrings
said
''sometimes"
people are admitted to BCMH/MRC for treatment, If not
admitted, "they just walk out the
front door," he said, "unless
charges are pending."
If someone's mental health is

questionable, said l,t. C.D,
Waltemeyer of APD, "we take
them to the Mental Bealth Center
and they make the decision."
Lt. Richard Montoya of
Albuquerque Police Department,
said making the decision of taking
someone to jail or to the mental
health center is a "hard problem.''
"Some cases are clear-cut," he
said, However, each situation is
different. Alcohol use, one's past
history and the degree of the crime
are all major factors in making such
a decision, he said.
Waltemeyer said that decision is
left up to the officers own
discretion.
"The longer you are on the
street, the easier it is to determine
where the person should be taken,"
said Waltemeyer.
Karp said he feels society's
primary concern should be to keep
people from killing or hurting
others. "Jails are more secure;
however, the quality of the
.treatment is not as high in the jail as
it is in the hospital," he said.
Karp said treatment quality
seems to be a secondary concern,
and he said it should not be.
"Psychiatric treatment should be in
psychiatric hospitals, if possible."
"The economic situation has
been handled in such a way that
there is less money for social
programs and treatment of the

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

and

Columbia Artists Festivals presents

mentally ill,'' Karp said,
"Some people believe all mental
.illness should he ignored and
treatment is not the responsibility
of society," said Karp. Yet, others
.believe ''all criminality is due to
mental illness, and criminals should
be. rehabilitated in a hospital or
treatment program" and there
should be no jails, he said.
''These are the two extreme ends
of the spectrum, but laws are arbitrary and so is punishment,"
Karp said.
Price said because many people
with mental illnesses need continuous care, lack of halfway
housing is a problem. "We get
them stabilized in a structured
environment, then there is not an
adequate number of halfway
houses for them when they leave
here." He said many stay in
missions for a day or two, under
bridges, in Goodwill boxes or
wherever they can.
Price said there are only a few
halfway houses in New Mexico, but
there are problems transporting
patients to them if they are out of
town. On top of that, whether they
w.ill be accepted or not is
questionable, he said.
Price said these halfway houses
are vital because they provide
follow-up treatment which "helps
individuals deal with present
problems and prepare for the
future.''
"It would be cost-effective to
provide resources for such
facilities," Price said,
Price said they inform corrections officers on how the unit works
and how to make referrals. They
are also instructed on what
behaviors to watch for or changes
and how to report these. Price said
they learn how to handle ~orneone
with "obvious" mental problems to
keep from getting hurt.
"Basically, they arc taught
techniques to help them do a better

job with less hassles," said Price.
Karp said they also take referrals
from friends or family members of
the inmate, otber inmates, and
correctional facility staff.
The psychiatric unit will move to
the third floor when the addition to
the correctional facility is completed, Karp said.
The new unit will have 22 beds
with several video monitored
secl\lsion ruoms.
Total inmate
population is expected to double by
then, compared to the population
when the jail first opened in 1978,
said Karp. The additional videomonitored seclusion rooms will
help eliminate separation problems
of male and female inmates. Karp
said they also plan to increase the
staff. Completion is expected in
1983.
The new unit was planned as a
cooperative effort between BCMH/MRC, the departmen.t of
psychiatry at U NM and the
corrections department.
Karp said these services were
started in 197 5 among three local
correctional facilities - the city
jail, the county jail and Montessa
Park
with one full-time
psychiatric nurse and Karp, who
was in his last year of psychiatric
residency.
The facility now has a staff of
nine three mental health
workers, two registered psychiatric
nurses,
two counselors, one
secretary and one psychiatrist,
Karp. All are employees of BCMH/MRC, and Karp is also an
assistant professor in the Department of Psychiatry at UNM.
"Dr. Karp has been a driving
force as far as directing the
treatment furnished by the unit and
expanding the services," said Price.
The psychiatric services unit was
started because "we really saw a
tremendous, screaming, gaping
need and hole where psychiatric
services were not provided," said
Karp.
Karp received his M.D. from
New York Medical College. He has
also worked for the Manhattan City
Pdson, the Queens House of
Detention, the Brooklyn House of
Detention and the Bronks House of
Detention, all in New 'York.
Sterling said UNM is "attempting to build in an elective with
pychiatr)l residents to help get
psychiatry and psychology students
interested in, and experienced in
this type of setting.''

UNM CRISIS CENTER

AGORA
Are you depressed,
lonely? Is school getting you down? Having
problems with .interpetsonal relationship?
AGORA can help. The Center is staffed by
student volunteets trained in peel' counseling. The Center is free and confidential.

•••
••
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U you feel like you just cant make it
anymore or just need to talk, call or come
by the center.
UNM CRIS.t~ CENTER AGORA
NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall

277-3013
Hours: Mon-Fri 24 hts
Sat 10:00-10:00
Sun 6arn-Midnight
Saturday, April 24- 8:15 PM
Tickets $14, $12 1 $9
Special Matinee Saturday 24 · 3:00PM
Tickets $12, $10, $7. ASUNM I GSA lh Price
At All Ticketmaster Outlets
Telephone 277·3121

UNM Hosts'
Biomedical
Symposium

Willette Senter, R.D.
HIGH-LEVEL WELLNESS
Well'!ess is an approach to health which involves a conscious choice of
alternahve ways of confronting heal.th or medical problems.
For the second consecutive year,
. The approach involves replacing drugs and medications with self-created
the nation's largest gathering of lifestyle cha.nges to offset si.c~ness, degeneration and aging within the body
minority stuaents and biomedical systems, W1th ~ wellness lifestyle, you are choosing to realize your best
scientists will meet in Albuq11erque, potential for optimal health and physical fitness.
hosted by the University of New
The five com~onents of wellness involve: self-responsibility, nutritional
Mexico School of Medicine.
a.v.:a~eness, PhYSical fitness, stress management, and environmental senThe lOth annual Minority Sitivity.
Biomedical
Research
Support
.Self-responsibility means that you face your own inertia or absence of
symposium will be heldApril3-6 at Will and pursue .self-health lifestyle changes. You analyze and acknowledge
the Albuquerque Convention your health or lifestyle flaws with the hopes of creating an environment to
Center. Between 1500 and 2000 correct those flaws.
·minority students are expected to
Nutrition.al awareness involves taking self-responsibility for becoming
attend the gathering, sponsored by adequately mformed about basic individual nutrient requirements. Rather
the Division of Research Resources than .urging specific diets, foods, vitamins or dietary regimens, it means
within the National Institutes of .lea~mng enough basic nutrition to formulate your own patterns for better
Health.
eatmg practices,
Spe11kers will include Dr,
It also involves integrating how other areas of your lifestyle such as
Theodore Cooper, executive vice stress, exercise, recreational drug intake of caffeine, alcohol, cigarettes and
president of Upjohn Co,, and sleep ~ffect your nutritional intake and adequacy of nutrients.
assistant secretary of Health,
Ul~Ima!e phy~ical fitness means fi~ding the timet~ experiment with your
Education and Welfare from 1975- physical limitatiOns and then stretchmg and expandmg those boundaries to
77.
mclude a fitness regimen to enhance your strength, flexibility, endurance
Cooper was also chairman of and cardiovascular fitness. It means using physical exercise as a reducer of
pharmacology and a professor of tension, a healthy means of weight control to replace crash dieting and is a
surgery at the UNM School of way of becoming more in touch with the incredible machinery of the
Medicine from 1966-68. He will human body.
speak on '!llternate sources of
Stress management involves critical examination of the people and
funding in biomedical education occurrences in. your daily living patterns which drain you of the vital energy
and research.
necessary for achieving an atmosphere of wellness and healthy lifestyle
Dr •. J. Donald Capra, professor .choices.
of internal medicine at the
Changes and adaptations to both positive and negative events require
University of Texas Health Science physiological reactions that create a strain within the body. This strain can
Center in Dallas, will discuss im- result in physical illness if not dealt with effectively, Stress reactions may
munochemistry
and
im- effectively be controlled by creating a mental attitude that allows you to
munogenetics.
deal with the demands of the situation that gave rise to the stress.
Other speakers will include Dr.
Environmental sensitivity encourages one to appreciate more fully the
Leonard Napolitano, director of world around you and the resources available to your well being.
the UNM Medical Center and dean Awareness of the effects of smoking, and decisions for the control of your
of the UNM School of Medicine, community and state concerns are all a part of your environment and its
and Dr. Alonzo Atencio, assistant effect upon your health decisions.
dean and administrator of the
Your health is something which you may actualize to its ultimate
MBRS program at UNM.
capacity, or which you may accept as a gift of sorts until the abuse of daily
But by far, the majority of living forces .the awareness that wellness is not accidental. Take tinte to
scientific presentations will be made achieve high-level wellness within your lifestyle.
by students who have participated
The UNM Student Health Center currently offers a seminar series on
in the MBRS program over the past wellness and lifestyle changes. Contact Bennette Meyer, 277-3136 for
year, Atencio said.
·
more information.
'
The MBRS progeam, nationally
directed by New Mexico native Dr.
Ciriaco Q. Gonzalez, was organized
in 1972 in an effort to increase the
involvement of ethnic minority
faculty and students in the
biomedical sciences and health
professions.
Atencio said the major emphasis
is to tap a previously untapped
talent pool, the minority community, to contribute , to the
biomedical research process in the
United States.
Financial support from the
MBRS program allows institutions
to pay salaries to students who
serve as research personnel. The
money also helps release faculty
scientists front heavy teaching loads
so they can pursue scientific investigations, and proVides travel
expenses for students and their
mentors to
participate
in
biomedical research meetings such
as the upcoming symposium in
Albuquerq\le.
Most of the students are undergraduates from colleges and
universities that either have high
enrollments of minority students or
traditionally have had all-minority
student bodies.
Atencio said many of the
students who begin as research
assistants in the program advance
to performing important research
of their own •
About 140 of the students at this
year's symposium will come from
UNM,
New
Mexico State
University, the College of Santa Fe,
New Mexico Highlands University,
the University of Albuquerque and
Navajo Community College of
Shiprock.
Atencio said schools in the
program compete to be hosts fot
the annual symposium. tast year,
UNM was named as host for 1981
and 1982, with an option foi'1983.

LINCOLN MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY
HARROGATE, TENNESSEE

presents
Roger's and Hammerstein's

SOUTH PACIFIC
Directed by Dr. Mabel Dunl~irl~ Smith

8pm Duke Auditorium

Students -$1.00
Telephone 615-869-3611 Ex. 49
General Admission -$2.00
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YES
Vote
'
on Internal
Business No. 4
changes the New Mexico Union
Constitution and By-Laws to permit
longer terms of office ,
more student representation.

Vote March 31st

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL

The Centel' is rtmcled by th(~ students. Vote "YES" on March
:31, 1982 in tl1e Stmlent Hotly General Election to maintain this
vitttl student service.

April 1-2-3

$50.00 plus film and processing
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Sports

Arts
Lawrence: Alive and Well in the Past, Present and Future
Herbert Meredith Orrell

The Priest of Love In the Lt~nd of
Enchtlntment; Notes on the life .and
work of D. H. Lawrence
To D,H. Lawrence, as to many
of his artistic contemporaries,
World War 1 was a frightening
symbol of the dr.cline of Western
civilization. His letters of the
period, abounding in the metaphors
of death and disintegration, show
that he felt all was lost, In a letter to
Lady Cynthia Asquith, Lawrence
writes, "We have no history since
we saw you last. 1 feel as though I
had spent five months in the tomb.
And now I reel very sick and corpse
cold ... having the smell of the
grave in my nostrils and a feel of
grave clothes about me. The war
finished me; it was through my side

of all sorrows and hopes."
Only radical changes, Lawrence
thought, could save man from
destuction. Sickened by the
jingoistic mob psychology in
England and the disintegration of
old yeoman spirit, Lawr.ence began
pondering the possibility of starting
a community or like-minded souls
which would bring out the best in
men and women rather than their
worst. Various sites were considered, including the Eastern
slopes of the Andes, the West
Indies, and the state of New York.
Frederick Deli us, the composer,
was . so taken by Lawrence's
proposal that he offered him a
parcel of land in Florida where the
new community might take root.
Because
of
conscription,
Lawrence was not able to leave
England untill919. All through the

Montgomery Plaza
M·f

10·9~

Sat. 10-6,
Sun. 12·5
883·1587

ABORTION
SUPPORT GROUP
Beginning April 6, a support group f9r women
who have experienced an abortion will be offered
at the Student Health Center, Tuesday 8:30 10:00 a.m. for six weeks. Facilitated by Pat
Dolan, R.N., M.A. (Student Mental Health Ser•
vice) and Melinda Handmaker, P.A. (Student
Women's Health Service).
Free to students enrolled for 6 or more hours.
For information and preliminary interview call
277-4537.
.

A REAL APPRECIATION
When 1 was 12 I believed in the Lord Jesus Christ and
received Him as the Spirit into my being; however it wasn't
until years later that I began to realize who this Person is and
gain a real appreciation. Many years I stumbled in darkness
never knowing which way to go nor what to do, just feeding
my flesh with dope, entertainment, and intellectual pursuits
trying to stop the pain 1was feeling.
Then one day in Mexico, out in the ocean, a vicici'us rip tide
pulled me out to sea. As I was drowning I heard myself
crying "Oh, Lord Jesus won't you please take me and forgive
me of my sins!" As I was going down for the very last time,
Jesus put forth His hand and two swimmers risked their own
lives to pull me from death's waters. From that day my
appreciation for the Lord Jesus Christ really began to grow.
Today I appreciate Him more than ever. He is not only my
Savior, but also the Mighty God who has a great eternal
purpose. He wants to fill up a group of people (the Church)
with Himself in order to expr.ess Himself through man and
carry out His Divine Administration on this earth.
Bob Smith

You are invited to enjoy a vital Life Studv with
Christians on Campus, Wednesday, 12:00 noo11 1
SUB room 250-A.

Pre-empiO)'ment
Physical Exams for Students

Lobo Player
1,his ~~eek in Sports at UNNI
Leaves UNM
For Gonzaga
WEilNt:SUA\'

Ml\n.'h;\1
M<>II'S Golf.· PNM 1.\t /\II A!IIClkllll ('Jltllll
pionshiN a,! HN1Silm, Tr;:hns

lf'omcn 's TenM·: l.lNM nl W~hcr Slil\c
l!ni\'etsit)' at Ogden, llt!lh
T H l1 R S 1) A Y
i\juill
Men's Oymnit$tll·s: l1NM .ut NCAA l'hnnl·

pion$hipsat L111CO\n, Nch.
H'Pmf'n '.r Trnms: liNM nt Idaho

~hlfe

Uni\ersitr .at P~catdlo-.. l•l:tho
F R I U A \"
April2
Men's &sf full: U NM \i. N~l\' Mc~ktl StlUe· :1t
Lobo Field
Women SoftbDII: l,.INM n. ~111\'t'crsi!y of
\\'nmun.s.tdouPlchc;id~) at l!;'\l~l Fieh.l
Women~ A.thlttt~-s: P~r1)' nt F1rsl NmlOlll\1
Bank bononnE. CNM l\:Oillcn nthlcti~s. 5 1'·111. -at
40 First PJ:rn~. in ttle Galeria
H"omen 's TennJS: l!NM at llnh·ersity <If Utnh
at Sa.lt Lal;.e.City ~rr:~.h
Womt>ll-'s Trock: UNM al T~:Xn$ Relu)·.s 1\t
t\USiin. Te,xas:
lnrramuralhon:
E.ntries
due
ror
lntramurathon, a triathalon combining time
rem of enduran~. Tum in entt')' fom\s at

:r

Intramural o(:fice, room 230. Jotuuon Oynl
Frubtt Golf Doublrs Jmramurcls: llc~:in
uxla>·
MtFI'S Gymntm.tcs; CXM at NCAt\ ChAm•
plonshipsat )..jnCQin, Neb.
Foo:~O: -:;nd ann\lal l'NM Jprii'IS training
football clinlt a1 S1udent L'nlon Building.
Prcrcs;-.straliGn f«: of sr~.SO. For more in·
formation call t:SM fo01ball o(fi~ at ;!.17....41_ 41
._i,fe_n:t &r!.ktlball:l:NM's Bad•ctba.ll Banquet
at AlbuQuer~uc Country Club, 6:30p.m.

war he'd been looking across the
Atlantic to America, "where life
comes up from the roots," as he
said, Disgraced by the scandal of
The Rainbow and the rejection of
Women in Love by British
publishers, Lawrence hoped for a
warmer reception in America.
Harriet Monroe, editor of Poetry,
had printed several of his poems
and was eager for more.
But Lawrence had other reasons
for coming to America. Studies of
Egyptian and Assyrian sculpture
and readings of Frazer's Golden
Bough had convinced him that long
before the advent of rationalism
ancient peoples had enjoyed an
unbroken relationship with a
universe where everything was alive
wind, rain, thunder, rocks,
streams, and of course Father Sun
and Mother Earth. Vestiges of this
animistic outlook, Lawrence
thought, could still be found in
primitive peoples. Readings in
classic American literature,
espeCially Copper, convinced him
that the American Indians still
maintained such relationships. He
hoped· to test his theories against
the actualities of Indian religion
and culture.
It was Mabel · Dodge Lujan,
patroness of ttie Taos, New
Mexico, art circle, who persuaded
the Lawrences to come to New
Mexico, the Land of Enchantment.
In her own words she "went deep
down inside herself and willed him
to come." Apparently Lawrence
could not resist Mabel's vibrations,
even from the other side of the
world, and in September 1922
Lawrence and his wife, Frieda,
landed in San Francisco after an
ocean voyage from Australia.
Mabel sent them railroad tickets to
New Mexico and put them up in a
five-roo.m adobe house originally
promised to Tony Lujan, her Taos
pueblo lover.
The Lawrence-Mabel-Frieda
relationship turned out to be a
stormy one. Mabel had an iron will,
something Lawrence had always
feared in a woman, and since his
principal objective at this stage of
his life was to save mankind from a
civilization which, with lts in~

sistence on will, ego and "personality," had produced a nervous,
mentalized consciousness which
fostered enmity between men and
women; clashes between Lawrence
and Mabel were inevitable. More,
Mabel thought that Frieda was not
the proper wife· for Lawrence and
tqld her so to her face. ''You have
mothered his books long enough,"
she said. "It is time he had a new
mother."
Undaunted,
Frieda
stormed back at her, "Tl!ke him,
see what it's like living with a
genius. Take him if you can." Soon
after, the Lawrences moved higher
up in the mountains, to the Del
Monte Ranch, where they were out
of the range of Mabel's combative
temperament.
Despite the tensions, Lawrence's
sojourn in New Mexico, together
with his three visits to old Mexico,
proved to be productive and
salutary. The awesome mountains
and the deserts of New Mexico
provide the setting for one of his
finest pieces of short fiction, St.
Mawr, the story of Louise
Carrington who, disenchanted by
her marriage and by the sterility
and emptiness of British polite
society, finally settles on a remote
moun.t,Un top, "virgin of idea,
unspoiled by language," where she
believes her soul can find renewal.
When reminded by her sharplounged mother, Mrs. Witt, that
she will probably spend the reat of
her life in isolation, Lou replies that
she is prepared for that. Here on
her mountain top, there is
something which wants her and
loves her, she tells her mother, a
spirit which she senses in the
lands~pe, "something big, bigger
than men, bigger than people,
bigger than religion. It is something
to do with wild America • • , Now I
am where I want to be: with the
wild spirit that wants me.''
After a long period of scorn and
vilification, Lawrence's place in
modern literature now seems
secure. Sons and Lovets· is widely
regarded as one of the great
achievements of the realistic novel.
The Rainbow and Women in Love
rank among the supreme works of
20th century literature.
In the American Southwest
Lawrence hoped to find the myths
and syrrtbols which could revitalize
a dying civilization. While searching for new models of communal
life, he was also grappling with the
problem of regenerating an entire
society as well. in his so-called
"leadership" novels, published
between 19?,2 and 1926, Lawrence
strives to work out . politico- ·
religious solutions for a shattered,
disordered world. In the last novel
of the series, Plumed Serpent, set in

modern Mexico, the pale, idealized
Christian god is banished in favor
of the Aztec god Quetzalcoatal,
who will raise his people from their
lethargy and save them from the
idolatrous worship of progress and
mechanization. Both socialism and
fascism are dismissed by Lawrence
as mere reshufflings of power
which leave man's deepest needs
untouched. Man's deepest need,
Lawrence said, is to feel at one
"with a living organic, believing
community, active in fulfilling
some
unfullfilled,
perhaps
un(ealized purpose , •• Men are
freest when they are most unconscious of freedom."
Lawrence never even came close
to that ideal. In a letter to Dt.
Trigant Burrow, noted psychiatrist
of he day, he bemoaned the
frustration of his "societal instincts." He was always looking for
a blood brother, a loyal, steadfast
friend to whom he could bare his
heart. It was the "evil-world-soul,"
he said, which had defeated him
and "broken his wrists." It is
probably fair to say, however, that
Lawrence came closer to peace and
serenity in New Mexico than in any
other region visited in his manifold
pereginations.
Today the spell that Lawrence
casts on both friend and enemy
seems to be waxing rather than
waning. In limes of confusion and
despair such as our own, people
tend to look for either escape or
vision. Lawrence provides vision in
abundance, but nevet escape.
Indeed as Henry Miller has written,
among the titans of the modern
novel only lawrence looks to the
future. Proust buried. himself in the
tomb of things past and James
Joyce got bogged down in the
meaninglessness of the present. If
Lawrence'S powerful and transcendent vision of wilat man should
be were even realized, Miller says,
nothing further would have to be
done.

Herbert M. Orrell is a New
Mexico resident, teacher and
freelance writer. His work has been
published in the Los Angeles Times
and America. His lost publication
in the pllges of /he New Mexico
Daily Lobo appeared In 1978.
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Lobo Offense Sparkles
In Spring Scrimmage
EricMadd~·

The Lobo football offense, often
criticized in the past, seems to have
finally caught up with the New
Mexico defense, ranked top in the
WAC the past two years.
The offense scored 27 points
against the def~nse in an intrasquad
scrimmage Saturday afternoon at
U ni\'ersity Stadium.
"It was our best workout yet,"
said offensive coordinater Frank
Sadler, who is in his first year at
UNM. "We didn't make many
mistakes early. The turnovers came
later when we were tired."
The offense scored two touch·
downs and one field goal under
first-string
quarterback David
Osborn. Osborn completed six of
nine passes for 124 yards and two
long touchdown passes to Keith
MaGee and Derwin Williams.
MaGee caught S passes for 61
yards and WiUiams, who did not
play fast year, made three recep·
tions for76 yards.

0'1Yn .,,N

SATCRDA\'
April3
ll"t•men :t TC"nnis: L'SM at B\T .at ·Proro.

Walk-on Ed Howell led an
impressive ground game v.ith 42
yards in l 0 carries. Fullback Cary
Clark also ran well, gaining 26
yards in eight attempts.
Two reserve quarterbacks also
had a good day for UNM. Doug
Pickett completed five of six passes
for 37 yards, and Buddy Funck was·
four of six for42 yards.
The defense did not play badly
either, forcing three turnovers
during the one-and-one-half hour
workout, including two fumble
recoveries by Gary Butler. The
defense also stopped the offense on
eight of the last nine drives, the
only exception being when. Osborn
came back in late in the scrimmage
to lead a four-play, 70-yard drive
that ended with a picture-perfect
pass to Williams for a score.
The annual Cherry versus Silver
scrimmage, which concludes spring
practice, is scheduled for Saturday
at University Stadium. Game time
is 7:30p.m.
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Pan of the reason for Jeff
Reinert leaving the University of
New Mexico Lobo basketball team
and transferring to Gonzaga
University in Spokane, Wash., was
the treatment of the team by the
Albuquerque newspapers, Lobo
coach Gary Colson said.
Reinert, a 6'7" sophomore
forward from Bellingham, Wash,,
started mice this year and playeo in
a total of 13 games. His fmal
statistics include 127 minutes
played, 18 rebounds and 34 points
scored, an average of2.6 poims per
game.
"I think his leaving was a
combination of things," Colson
said. "I don't blame the Tribune or
Journal for chasing him off, I'm
just saying that it didn't help."
Colson said that pan of the
problem came from an article
Richard Stevens wrote in the
Tn'bune after the Lobo-Brigham
Young University game.
"Stevens wrote an arJcle calling
the players on .the bench practice
dummies, and if he hadn't said that
Jeff might still be here," he said.
About Reinert Colson said, "I
hated to see him go but the main
thing is his happiness. He is an
excellent person and has been a joy
for three years."
Reinert could not be reached for
comment on Colson's remarks.
Colson said he did not think any
other players would be leaving
because of Reinert's departure.
"I think we will be a full squad
with 15 members .next year,"
Colson said.
In 1980-81 Reinert played 241
minutes in 18 games. He scored 34
points, an average of 1.9 per game,
and he grabbed 21 rebounds for a
1.2 average.
Reinert will have to sit out a year
at Gonzaga before being, eligible to
play basketball, but he will then be
able. to play for tWo more years.
Reinert's sister, Martha "Muff"
Reinert, is a member of UNM's
'womens's basketball team.

We invite you to a study
of the life of Jesus The Messiah
Tonight • Tuesday Evening • 7:30pm
Room 2SDE upstairs In the SUB

The Student Veterans
Association
will hold their monthly meeting for

the month of Mawch

on 3-30-82 at 7:00 pm
in the Child Care Co-Op,
Mesa Vista Hall~

University of New Mexico
Student Health Center
March
82
''the student body''

Wednesday. Mqrcli:3]st. 1982
"Wellness and Pet·sonal Productit:ity"
Guest Speaker: Herb Howell,
Management Specialist: Sunrunner Mgt.
Time: 7:30-9:00pm
Location: UNM Student Health Center
2nd floor conference room

Details:
277-3136
WilleHe Seyler, R.D,

Where can I go if I want
information on careers and career
development? Career ser,;ces,
Mesa Vista Hall2131, x2531.

UNM Crisis Center

Cagle Signs Top
Texas Gymnasts
The top two female gymna1ts in
Texas have decided to come to the
University of New Mexico to
compete for the Lobes this fall,
women's gymnastics coach Claudia
Cagle said Sunday.
Antoinette Gonzales from
Houston and Deneen Black from a
nearby suburb arc both elite
gymnasts and Gonzales is the
defending
regional champion,
Cagle said.
"Elite gymnasts arc the top level
of gymnasts in this country,'' Cagle
said. "From the elitists we get all
our international performers!'
An elite gymnast mu~t learn some
compulsory moves required for the
olympics and put together a routine
using these and some optional.l.
"This will give us some depth
and we'll be super next year,"
Cagle said, "Signing thc~e two l11
the icing on the cake bc~uusc now
we'll have sJx stron(! nil·
a rounders.''
She nal(l t11c
all-aroundcrs will bti C:lirl" Riser,
Lisa Fuller, Cindy !Iachman nnd
Tracy Kwiatkow~ki ;dong wlth rile
two new women.

AGORA
New Volunteer Orientation
Wednesday, March 31, 1982
7:30pm room 250 D-E SUB

UNM CHAPARRALS
(dance and cheer squad)

f
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The U~~ Crisis ~enter is the oldest student Jij
run cr1s1s center m the country. If you are ·
interested in receiving para-professional ex- .,
perience in counseling, please attend the · .
volunteer orientation meeting this-!
Wednesday.
I

Applications available in the Student Activities Center
• Applications due April 8
(Thursday)
• Mandatory Orientation
meeting April 12
• Clinic begins April 13
• Tryouts on April 17

I

If you are unable to attend
please call

277-3013

r
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Call2774706
for further infortnation.

1

for more information.
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1. Personals
TIII\NKS FOR TIU; guitar and co~e Becky Baby,
an~ for the ride home Crabbydalel.
3/30
FJNt~'lT St;~.F.C.:TIOI'I' OF unique and tradi!ional
gold wctlding sets. ctmrlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
6901.
5/1
WOI\U:N'S llRt:AM TllERAPY: l,earn to use your
dr~ams for self-undemanding, personal growth and
ereativi!y. Group stalls. April 6. $10 ~r sesshnt, 10
sessions. 344-3390 (lJ·S) or 296-2332,
3/30
ACCUUA rE II'I.'ORMATIOI'I' AIIOUT con·
tru~crtion, sterillz~(ion, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0 171.
tfn
)'REGNANCY n:STING &, COUNSt:LING. Phone
247·9819.
lfn
CONTACTS·l'OUSIIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Oplicnl Cumpany on l.onlus Just west of Washington.
tfn
WE IIOT lliSTIIIIIU'JORS~ Prescription eyeglass
frames. Circcnwlch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimlm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay LCSS Opticiam,
5007 Mcnaul N.E., across nom Lullelles.
tfn
ONLV S2,JS, TWO farm·fre~h egg~. two homema4c
<hcmical free sau~ngc patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.nt. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
tfn
nf Gimrd, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040,
SS llliVS II JiST Til' of the week. Daily Lobo will puy
SS fur the best new~ tip we receive every week.
Sour<cs can remain confidc11tial, bill Edilor tnUH
have your name to pay winner. 277-5656, ask for
Newsrount.
tfn
CIIINK'ig ntwn;T, CIU:API All you can cat.
Lunch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday llrunch $3.45.
Juo-Jno's I' lace, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'ORT I'IIOTOS. LOWt:ST prices! Plensant
pi.:turcs! 121 Wellesley SE corner Sliver. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
THF. 'JEL.EMESSAGE IS .back! .I l for iofommtlon
on whats happening on campus everyday ao~ during
the weekend call our recorded message at277·524J,
We will record..n message nlJOijl everns sponsored by
>tu~cnl org11ni7Ation1 11nd campus groups. Just call
Student Activities o.ne day in ad1•ance at 277-4706 if
~ou want u mcmfgc recorded.
412
LINM ('IJAI'ARUAJ,S TRVOUTSI 1 Pick up
applicrttrons In Student Activities Office Room 106 of
the New Mexi~o Student Union Building.
•\pplication• due April 8, oricnwtion meeting April
12, t:'lutic begins Aprill3, and tryouts April !7. Call
277-4706 for furtlter irfonnation.
4/8
TIIANK VOL' SAINT Jude.
l/31
IMI'IlOVt; YOUR MEMORY and CQIIcentration:
ll~pll(>\11 anc.lt'or Biofeedback for behavioral control.
Weight los~. quit smoking, relationship counseling
artrJ pain control. Sol S. Gould, Pb.D. Clinical
H>PilOiil, 600 Chama N.B. 265·64Sl. free oricn·
ration for the programs,
4/1
vern; 'JIM l.cDAV Position No. I for ASUNM
Senate. \W need more workers! pfbtctetl.
3/31
Ml'NCIIU:S FOil TlfE mind. Oct TBR, a national
bt·monthh· book magallnc w.ith reviews, interviews,
fl<tlon Md poetry. Subscribe now. Send $6.00 for I
~c;1r: The Bloomsbury Rc•·iew/ P.O. llox 8928/Dcpt.
4r Dctwer, Colorado 80201.
412
FREt: MONt:Y t'OR students. Don't let
llcagonomic~ stop your education. Wrile C.A.C.S,,
Suuc 2U 160 Washington S.E., Albuq., New Mexico
87108.
4/2
YOU I)ESERvt; MOREl An ASUNM Presldenl
who'll sef\·cyou. Vote Rttndy Knapton March JIst.
3/31
WRIU: IN I.• ES Yamato for ASUNM Senator. Let's
make a race out of ltl.
3/3 I
J\.1MI' INTO SI'RINGI Skydlve, Classes April 3rd,
17th, Cnii831•591J.
4/14
t;u::cr DAN St:llRANO ASUNM Vice-president,
"l'utStudcntOov't to work for you!"
3/31
IIAI'PY UIRTIIDA Y TO the No. I "Party
Machine." L.ove, L. and K.
3/30
STl!l>t;NT 'JRAVt:L CI:;NTt:n Is here !0 serve your
tra•·cl needs. Vote yes on Match 31st, general elec·
lion. Call277-2336.
3/3 t

2. Lost & Found
I HAVE I.OST a set Of keys on a chain with a sandle
ornament and a boy's ring. Please return and call277•
3979.
3/31
t'Ol!ND: rt:XAS INSTRUMt:NT calculator. Tl·JO
("ometo Marron Hall Rm, 131to identify and claim.
412

tOST: LADIES GOLll watch. Has two turquoise
stones PO each side 9f watcll at Scholes I-! all March
23r\l. Of great sentimental value. Call Julin at 2774721, d~ys, Reward.
4/2
CJ,,\JM VOUR J,OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
t.fn

3. Services

-~--------------

GUITAil LESSONS, INS'fRUMENTS, repairs and
rer)tals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.B,
265·3315,
tfn
TVI'ING IDM SELt:CTIUC 255·3337.
3/31
TVI'ING-I'ROFt:SSIONAt QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto: TLC at no extra charge, We will edit,
K/1', 2312 Central SE, across Central fn;.m Popejqy
Hill
~
A·l TVPISTs·'fEJtM papers, resumes 299-8970.
4/30
QUAI.ITV TYPING. I,OMAS-Tramway Area. 2991355.
4/1

PIHWESSIONAL TVI•ING DY English MAeditor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
nvailnblc. 266·9550.
4112
ACCURATE TVPING 883·9625 evenings,
3126
TVPING Pllot"ESSIONAI. QUAI.ITY. Typeright.
265·5203,
412
24JIOUR TV PING, Call881·0628 afler6prn, Jean.
4116
.EXI•t:RIENCED TVPJST. f'AST, efficient. Will
type anYthing. Call892-627l.
3/31
PROFESSIONAL ACCURATE TYPING. Over
night. service available. Call Kris weeknights after S
I'.M. 884-7145.
4/2
TVPING, 75 CENTS page, 296·4998.
4/2
I'IIOH:.~SIONAL
TVPING.
REASONAIILE.
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299-6256 or 299·2676. Free pick up and delivery for
over I0 pages.
4/7
PJlt)t'f.SSIONAI, TVI'II'I'G St:RVICt;. Reasonable
rules. 888·3109
3/30

4. Housing
IIIGII STUEt:T AI'AI!TMENTS, Startifig qt $155,
S6S deposit, mellow living. 242-6030,881·9004. 3130.
THE CITAI>t:L-SUPf:nn location near UNM nnd
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. I520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR Rt:NT: EFFICit:NCY apartment, )410 Girard
N,E., $185/mo .• all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. I' lease call before 6:00
In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
t'OR RENT: Et't'ICitNCY Apartment, $120; I
bedroom, SI~O. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVI. 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256-7748.
3/31
JIAU' BLOCK UNM. deluxe one bedroom twin or
double S23S Includes utilities, Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268.0525.
4/S
IIEAUTWUL, LARGE NE HEIGIITS home In
foothills needs two roommates. 277-6317, Craig.
3/31
ROOM~MATE: SIIARE 2 BR 1100 plus 52 ft. house
with Med. Sci. graduate student. Fireplace. Garage,
Good (NE) neighborhood. Walk to North and Main
campuses. $140.00 plus 112 utilities. 217·4415. 2550321.
3/31
IIOUSti\'IATE·GRAD STUDENT. North valley 3·
bedroom home. 111 acre, trees, $14 t ,67 per month
plus s.s. deposit. 2/3 utilities. Call n.m. or p.m. •
Pamela or Bobbo. 345·9453.
3/31
JIOUSF.MATE: SHARE RIDGECREST 4 BR,
S97 .SO, 266·2974. or call Lanl, 255-7640.
411

c;overed
WV'"ago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

IIOUSEMATt: WANTJ::J>,M/t', 3)3Jl., 2Bt\, washer,
dryer, big kitchen, V. mile to campus, Carlisle and
Gran<!, $133 plus V. 11ti1., Glen265-3825.
4/1
THREt: UNM AREA homes fpr ~ale in excellent
neighborhoods, Call Susan Beard, \he UNM area
specialist, Walker-Hinkle, 268·4551. Eves. 256-3814.
4/l
~'t:MAU,; 1!001\11\f.ATE WANTED, serious_sludent.
2BR furnished apartmertt, $175, Pool, )aeuzzi,
Sauna, 881.7030.
4/2
t'OR Rt:NT: t'OU It bedrooms includes gourmet
kitchen, den, two full baths, fenced, fruit trees. 281·
3553, 293·3688,
417
A IILOCK TO LINM, one bedroom, dishwasher,
disposal, refrigerated air, $240. includes utilities, 208·
9 Columbia SE. 2S5·268S,
4/9

5. ForSale
GOOD DEAL t'OR Honda 0wners with models 73 to
79. Four 13-inch Shelby Diamond-back rims--gold
center-plated. E~cellent condition, like ncw. seiling
for $250. Call265·9668 afw 5 or weekends.
4/2

Pt:UGEOT 12 SPt:EDS, 23 inch, 4 months use. $170.
268·6947 after 7 ;00 p, m.
3/30.
1980 VW U,.\IIIIIT, low mileage, air conditioning,
amfm radio, 4 door hatchback. 884-8322.
412
LOOKING t'OR 1965·1973 El Camino or Ranchero.
277·3129.
3/31
llEJ!TIN-CJI 12spd.; 57cm. frame, perfect con·
dillon. Many extras. $350.00-offer..277·4415. 255·
0321.
3/31
A.K.C. REGISTERED CHOW·CIIOW puppies.
Black. Have shots. $300.00 883-8259.
3/31
THINKING ABOUT IIACKPACJU.NG, camping
during vacation, summer? I have new ~elty back·
packs. tents, sleeping bags, canteens, ice chests, foam
pads, porta-pony for sale. 89Nl039,
4/1
100 WATJ' MESA IIOOGIE Amp. Must sell im·
mcdiately.$750 or best offer. 294·1041 llfler4, 4/1
1974 VW SUPER Beatie. Many extras, excellent
condition, price negotiable. 298·3246.
4/1
SONY RECEIVER STRSSOO, 55 watts/channel.
Dolby, tape crossovers and mucn more, SISO, Joe
~w~.

~

1979 VAMAIIA }(5400. Very good condition, low
mileage, $900. 344-4340, 883·S86l,
4/2
FOR SAI,Ei 1973 Super Bretle VW, Air Conditioning, new p•lnt, runs like new, 52,000, C•ll247·
1401 untiiS:IlO p.m. Evenings c•ll881·5028,
4/l
AM/t'M CASSETTE TURNTAIILt, two big
speakers. Sli5. CAL 30/3.0 win, Glenfiel<i. New,
$120, 277-2279.
412
IIOT DOG (PORTAIILE) stand 10 features plus
variable powering capability, $1620. 256.0589. 412
Of'F I!OAD IIICYCLES speed, $400. 266·1457.
4/2

~
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APPLICATIONS ARE NOW b~ing taken for
positions at the Oirl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains. Needed are; Nurse. riding staff,
counselors, handymen and .kichen aicles. Call 243·
9~61 for mordnformation,
4/6,
PART·TIME JQD afternooos and evenings. Must l>e
21 year& old, Apply in pqrson, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor St<ms PI 5704 Lomas NI;, 5516
Mcnaul NB.
tfn
OVERSF.AS, JIOUSTON, l>ALLASI $20,000 to
$50,000 possible, For job information call: 602-.998·
.0426, Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4/29
PART·TIME EMPLOYMENT available. Minimum
wage, Start 18·25 hours weekly. Applications taken at
Octagon Video Oames. 227 MimroeSE, 256-1550,
4/2
EARN $20.00 • $30.00 THIS Saturday raising funds
4/S
for ACORN, Call247-9792 from9:00· 3:00.
CLERK TYPIST FULL tirne, Salary to $8500,00,
Some college or c~perience required. 256,) 121. 4/1
PEACE CORPS IS looking for.indlviduals to serve in
<leveloping countries. R.N.'s and Math-Science
teachers es~cially 11ceded. YllQr college degree or two
ycnrs work experience required. Call UNM's Peace
Corp Recruiter at 277-2961,
tfn

7. Travel
LOWER CLASSI\IAN, MONTH Europe, Iran·
sferable credit, U of A, .$2, 769. 255-2100.
4/l
BACK FROM Sl'RING Break and yearning to go
again? Say it here.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
20%0H' BOOKS, records, baskets, etc, with this ad
through April Io. Birdsong, 106 Oirllrd SE,
4/9
SWISS ARI\IV KNIVES --25 percent off--genuine.
Kaufmans, a rr.ai .Army·Navy store. 504 Vale SE.
256·0000.
4/2
WIIITEWATER RAt'TING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wildwater, Rafting llxperiences, 266·9721,
415

9. Las N oticias
TUE STUDENT V£Tt:REN'$ Assoe~ation will bold
their meeting far the month of March on 3·30,82 In
the Chil<t Care Co-op at 7:oop.m., Mesa Vista !-I all.
3/30.
THE NEW MEXICO Union GAlleria presents an
IKB S. DAvis sculpture exhibit, March 30th, 6;00 to
8:00pm in the Casa del Sol refreshments will be
served, and there will be live entertainment.
3/30

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board 1s now 'weking applicants for 1982-83 Daily Lobo editor.
• Applications c:re now available in the Ht udent
Publication Business Office, Marron Hall, Roo111 131.
• Applications must be returned by 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publkations
Business Office, Marron Hall. Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board wi II meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday. April 3,
place to be ·announced.
• The 1982-83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their positions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining t,his semester.

ACROSS

ONM

s·

Employment

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Summer Sessions
in Spain & Mexico
June 7 - July 16

I ~~"C~~\
1
~~f~JL ctrv· .

~·

Llaten to KFMG Stereo 108 for details.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT GIANT

57 King of
Judah
1 Unpaid dues 58 Stage
6 Bible book
speeches
10 Gone by
60 Iowa city
14 Athel tree
63 Metric unit
15 Bus. abbr.
65 Mennonite
16 Gen. Bradley 66Trips
17 Rodent
67To- - :
180pen to
Exact
demands
68. Slow: Music
20DIII
69 Look
21 Hub
70 Noble
22 Dispirited
71 Trimmed
23 Frozen
25 Grid squads DOWN
27Weeded
30 As written:
1 Lady: Sp.
2 Harrow's
Music
31 Put to work
riVal
3 Color
32 Paris' first
bishop
4Assayed
5 Bishopric
34Thong
38 Silver grade: 6 Mishaps
Abbr.
7 Unfriendly
40 Plant part
a commerce
42 Prophet
9Falls
10 Blue grass
43 Medltlne
11 Stroll
45Siuggard
12 Gallery
47 Away
48 Hockey great 13 Tartan
trousers
50 Waiting area
19 Encounters
52 Kind of oil
56 Discourage 21 Sources

24 Went first
26 Containers
27 Wind blast
28 Anent:
2 words
29 Moon deity
33 Defamed
35 Correcting
36 Aviation:
Pref.
37 School dance
39 Grande and
Ebro
41 Hawks
44 Dairy Item

46 Permit
49 Close again
51 Cleaned a
pipe boWl
52 Dips
53 French river
54 Mother-ofpearl
55 Same
59 Alberta's Red
61 This: Sp.
62 Calced
64 Doctrine
65 Beverage

